Seizures affect 30%-90% of patients with a glioma and are particularly prevalent in patients with low-grade glioma (LGG). 1 -5 Despite antiepileptic drug (AED) treatment, 15% -35% of patients still experience seizures. 6, 7 Uncontrolled, seizures may result in high morbidity and negatively impact quality of life. 8, 9 Therefore, achieving seizure control is an important challenge in the clinical management of LGG. 10 There is growing evidence that the antitumor treatment itself may lead to better seizure control in LGG patients. Several studies have described a reduction in seizure frequency or seizure freedom after surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, which means a direct clinical benefit for the patient. 7,11 -15 Furthermore, the effect of antitumor treatment on seizure frequency could be of value in the assessment of tumor response. Currently, tumor response assessment according to the Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) criteria is largely based on MRI. 16, 17 However, radiological assessment can be rather difficult, particularly after radiotherapy and chemotherapy. In a substantial part of LGG patients, a clinical improvement after nonsurgical treatment is not accompanied by an objective radiological response. 18 -20 Thus, in some patients the radiological response does not fully reflect the actual benefit of the treatment. It is therefore of major interest to determine possible complementary outcome measures after antitumor treatment.
With this systematic review we aim to increase the knowledge of the course of epilepsy after antitumor treatment, by giving a comprehensive overview of (i) the existing literature on seizure outcome after radiotherapy and chemotherapy in patients with LGG and (ii) the association between seizure outcome and radiological response after antitumor treatment.
Materials and Methods

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria
We performed a literature search using the electronic resources PubMed and Embase until August 2014. The complete search strategy is outlined in Supplementary Table S1 . The search included a combination of search terms related to "glioma," "radiotherapy or chemotherapy," and "seizure outcome," limited to English language and human studies.
We followed the guidelines of PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses). 21 Two authors (J.A.F.K. and M.K.) determined whether the articles were eligible for inclusion and served as reviewers of the full texts of all selected articles. Inclusion criteria were: (i) adult patients with histologically proven World Health Organization (WHO) grade II glioma, (ii) received radiotherapy (focal fractionated irradiation, stereotactic radiotherapy, or brachytherapy) or chemotherapy, (iii) a sample size ≥5. Initial exclusion criteria were: (i) reviews, (ii) abstracts not published as full papers. Additionally, we applied the following exclusion criteria to the remaining articles: (i) no seizure outcome reported after antitumor treatment (radiotherapy or chemotherapy) (n ¼ 306), (ii) only acute symptomatic seizures described (n ¼ 19), (iii) studies with children (n ¼ 2), and (iv) studies with HGG patients only (n ¼ 1). We searched the reference lists of the selected full text articles to identify additional studies. From the selected articles, we extracted the following data: study design, sample size, demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population, type of radiotherapy or chemotherapy, additional antitumor treatment, time of seizure assessment, and seizure outcome (seizure frequency, seizure reduction, Engel class, and/or seizure freedom). If available, we reported the radiological response in relation to seizure outcome.
Results
The search yielded 5590 unique records, of which we assessed 349 full text articles for further eligibility (Fig. 1) . After exclusions, eventually we included 21 articles and found 3 additional studies by screening the reference lists of the remaining full text articles. 22 -24 The available 24 studies were categorized into the following 3 topics: (i) seizure outcome after radiotherapy (10 studies), (ii) seizure outcome after chemotherapy (14 studies), and (iii) seizure outcome in relation to radiological response (8 studies). All eligible studies are discussed in the context of these 3 topics in the following sections.
Seizure Outcome After Radiotherapy
The key findings of all 10 studies that described seizure outcome after radiotherapy are outlined in Table 1. 13,25 -33 We found 8 patient series 13,25 -27,29 -31,33 and 1 randomized controlled trial. 32 The design of one study was unclear. 28 However, in all 10 studies, seizure data were collected retrospectively. Patients had received focal fractionated irradiation (4 studies), 13, 26, 27, 32 brachytherapy (3 studies), 28, 31, 33 or stereotactic radiotherapy (3 studies). 25, 29, 30 Five studies included patients with LGG only, 25 -27,33 3 studies included patients with WHO grade II or grade III glioma, 13, 28, 32 and 2 studies included mainly patients with LGGs but also a small group with other, nonglial brain tumors. 29, 30 In 5 studies, radiation was the first antitumor treatment, 26 -28,31,33 in 4 studies a proportion of the patient group had previously undergone resection, 13, 25, 30, 32 and in 1 other study previous antitumor treatment was not specified. 29 The number of patients in whom seizure outcome was assessed ranged considerably, from 5 to 173 cases. Four studies included patients both with and without a history of epilepsy, 25, 26, 31, 32 2 other studies included only patients with a history of epilepsy, 30, 33 and 4 other studies included only patients with medically intractable epilepsy. 13,27 -29 All studies reported an improved seizure outcome after radiotherapy; however, different seizure outcome measures were used, such as the percentage of patients showing a reduction in seizure frequency, seizure freedom, and improved Engel class. A reduction in seizure frequency, ranging from ≥50% to .75%, was reported in 3 studies in 72% -100% of patients. 13, 27, 28 One study that included WHO grades II -III glioma patients on a stable AED dose treated with focal fractionated irradiation reported a ≥50% seizure reduction in 72% after 3 months, and in 77% at 12 months after radiotherapy. Seizure reduction appeared to be more common in patients with a long history of seizures before the start of radiotherapy. 13 One smaller series evaluating seizure outcome after focal radiotherapy reported a .75% seizure reduction in 4/5 patients. 27 In a series of 15 patients receiving brachytherapy, all patients showed a reduction in seizure frequency, although the extent of the reduction was not reported. 28 In a series of 26 patients treated with gamma knife radiosurgery in different doses, 66% of patients treated with a high dose reported Engel class I or II compared with 42% in the low-dose group. 29 Seizure freedom was reported in 9 articles, ranging from 20% after focal radiotherapy 27 to 80% at 6 months after brachytherapy. 28 In one study that compared early versus late radiotherapy in patients with LGG, 59% of patients were seizure free 12 months after treatment in the late radiotherapy group, compared with 75% of patients in the early radiotherapy group. 32 Before the start of radiotherapy, there were no differences in the number of patients with controlled seizures between the 2 groups. 32 In a large cohort of 143 patients with LGG treated with stereotactic radiotherapy evaluating seizure outcome 6 weeks posttreatment, the percentage of patients reporting seizures decreased from 70% to 24%. 25 Two other studies on brachytherapy reported seizure freedom after 6 months in 80% of patients initially suffering from seizures, 33 and after 12 months in 56% of patients. 31 
Seizure Outcome After Chemotherapy
In total, 14 studies described seizure outcome after chemotherapy. 12,22 -24,34 -43 The key findings of all studies are outlined in Table 2 . We found no randomized controlled trials. Seven studies had a prospective noncontrolled design, 22, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42 and the 7 other studies were retrospective, 12, 23, 34, 37, 39, 40, 43 of which 1 study had included a control group of patients with LGG under observation. 12 All studies reported patients with diffuse WHO grade II glioma including astrocytoma, oligoastrocytoma, and/or oligodendroglioma. Patients had been treated with either temozolomide (TMZ; 8 studies) 12, 23, 24, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41 or procarbazine-lomustine-vincristine (PCV; 4 studies) 22, 34, 39, 42 or had received different types of chemotherapy (TMZ, PCV, fotemustine, cisplatin, or etoposide; 2 studies). 37, 43 In all studies except one, 37 patients had received other antitumor treatment before chemotherapy was administered: in 9 studies part of the patients had undergone surgery alone, 12,22 -24,35,36,38,39,43 in 1 study radiotherapy alone, 34 and in 3 studies surgery and/or radiotherapy. 40 -42 The number of patients in whom seizure outcome was analyzed ranged from 9 to 149 subjects. The studies included patients with a history of epilepsy (8 studies), 12,22,34 -36,39,42,43 uncontrolled seizures despite AED treatment (4 studies), 24, 37, 40, 41 or an unknown seizure status before the start of chemotherapy (2 studies). 23, 38 A reduction in seizure frequency was described in 10 of 14 studies and varied from 48% to 100%. 12,23,24,35 -41 Four of these 10 studies had defined seizure reduction as a ≥50% reduction in seizure frequency, and the 6 other studies did not Koekkoek et al.: Seizure outcome after antitumor treatment in LGG specify their definition of a seizure reduction. In 3 studies describing seizure reduction, the timing of seizure assessment was not specified, 23, 35, 38 and in 3 other studies a seizure reduction was already observed at some point during chemotherapy. 12, 36, 39 In the remaining 4 articles that described seizure frequency, seizures were assessed at fixed intervals (2 studies) 41, 42 or at a specific point in time from the start of chemotherapy (2 studies). 37, 40 The other 4 of 14 studies used seizure control or Engel class as the seizure outcome measure.
In these studies, improved seizure control was reported in 30% -100% of cases. 22, 34, 42, 43 Pace and colleagues 41 prospectively assessed seizure frequency after every 3 TMZ cycles in patients with progressive LGG and uncontrolled epilepsy. They found a ≥50% seizure reduction in 48% of patients. 41 A prospective study in 30 patients with progressive LGG described that 8/13 patients (62%) with previously intractable seizures showed a reduction in seizure frequency after the beginning of TMZ treatment. 24 In a LGG and uncontrolled epilepsy who were on a stable AED dose, 44% showed a ≥50% seizure reduction 6 months after the start of TMZ. 40 In this cohort, the presence of focal neurological symptoms appeared to be positively associated with a ≥50% seizure reduction. In addition, seizure reduction was an independent prognostic factor for progression-free and overall survival. 40 In another small series involving astrocytoma treated with PCV, all 8 patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy had a seizure reduction after the second course of chemotherapy. 37 The largest prospective study in which 149 patients with LGG treated with TMZ had been included showed a ≥50% seizure reduction in 58%, although patients' seizure status before TMZ treatment was not specified. 23 In the only study with a control group, a cohort of 39 patients treated with TMZ was retrospectively compared with 30 patients with LGG under observation. 12 A ≥50% seizure reduction was observed in 59% of the TMZ group in contrast to 13% in the control group. However, when only patients without AED changes were taken into account, seizure reduction was 18% and 0%, respectively. 12 
Seizure Outcome in Relation to Radiological Responses
We found 8 articles in which radiological responses on MRI were described in relation to seizure outcome (Table 3) . 12 34 and 2 studies on the radiological response after focal irradiation. 13, 27 In 6 studies, data on seizure reduction were available in patients with and without an objective response on MRI. 12, 13, 27, 36, 40, 41 Four studies that evaluated the response after TMZ applied the revised Macdonald criteria to assess MRI response. 17, 36, 38, 40, 41, 44 In 3 of these studies, patients with and without a response on MRI were compared in terms of seizure reduction. 36, 40, 41 In all 3 studies, the percentage of patients with a seizure reduction was higher among those showing an MRI response than in those without. Nevertheless, 21% -50% of patients with stable disease on MRI still experienced seizure reduction after TMZ treatment, compared with 29% -67% of patients with an objective radiological response. 36, 40, 41 The timing of the response assessment differed considerably between studies, ranging from a single response assessment at a fixed time point 40 to a series of assessments every 3 -6 months. 36, 41 One other study on TMZ showed a neurological improvement in 33% of patients with radiologically stable disease (SD), although the precise number of patients with a seizure reduction was not reported. 38 The only study in PCV-treated patients reported improved seizure control in most, with a response on MRI, but seizure control was not reported in patients without an objective radiological response.
34
The largest study on radiological response after radiotherapy analyzing both WHO grades II and III glioma patients applied the revised Macdonald criteria for LGG as well. 13 At 3, 6, and 12 months after radiotherapy the percentage of patients with a ≥50% seizure reduction was highest in the group with an objective radiological response, ranging from 78% to 86%, compared with 64% -76% of patients with SD on MRI. 13 In a 27 
Discussion
All studies that we included in this systematic review demonstrated improvements in the seizure status of patients with LGG after radiotherapy or chemotherapy. In the largest patient series, ≥50% seizure reduction between 44% and 77% has been reported after focal fractionated irradiation and TMZ chemotherapy. 13, 40 In general, a seizure reduction appeared to be more common in patients with an objective radiological response. However, in all studies that reported on imaging response in relation to seizure outcome, a substantial part of patients with SD reported a seizure reduction as well. These findings underscore the importance of monitoring patients' seizure status, as a seizure reduction may be the only noticeable effect of antitumor treatment.
Many studies have shown that tumor resection may positively influence seizure outcome in LGG patients. 6,11,45 -47 In 13/14 studies on chemotherapy and in 4/10 studies on radiotherapy, part of the included patients underwent previous surgery. Due to a possibly long-term positive effect of tumor resection on seizures, seizure reduction due to radio-or chemotherapy might have been overestimated. Furthermore, the stage of the disease course at the time of analysis differed considerably both between and within the studies.
There are additional limitations of this review that are mostly inherent to the diversity of studies. In most cases, a clear definition of measures such as seizure control or seizure reduction was lacking. As patients' seizure status was often not the primary outcome measure, in many of the studies little information was available both on seizures before the start of antitumor treatment and on seizure outcome. In the subset of studies in which well-defined seizure outcome measures were available, these measures were not consistent. Thus, there is class III evidence at best regarding seizure outcome after antitumor treatment, since most studies had a retrospective nature and were lacking an appropriate control group. In addition, data regarding concomitant AED use were lacking in almost all studies. Apart from 3 studies in which patients on a stable AED dose were analyzed, 12,13,40 a change in AED dose and/or AED type could have underlain the improved seizure outcome. Due to publication bias, the true effect of antitumor treatment on epilepsy may be overestimated as well, as a tendency to report only the positive effects of antitumor treatment might be expected. Lastly, we evaluated the effect of different types of irradiation and varying chemotherapy schedules in one review, whereas different regimens may have diverse effects on seizure control. 15 Altogether, caution in interpreting and comparing the data is necessary.
Nevertheless, our results strongly suggest that radiotherapy as well as chemotherapy have a positive effect on seizure control. In determining the effect of antitumor treatment, gaining insight into seizure outcome is of major clinical importance, as a decrease in seizure burden could contribute to an improvement in patients' quality of life. 8 However, it should be noted that a reduction in seizure frequency will not necessarily lead to a clinically significant benefit for the patient. In 2 studies on non -tumor related epilepsy, patients without complete seizure freedom and patients with a ,90% seizure reduction reported significantly worse scores on quality of life subscales compared with patients who achieved complete seizure freedom. 48, 49 Moreover, a reduction in generalized seizures may be clinically more relevant than a similar reduction in simple partial seizures. Therefore, seizure outcome measures should preferably be used in combination with other symptom burden or quality-of-life instruments. Given the wide range of seizure outcome measures that have been applied so far, more uniform measures are highly needed to further determine the clinical relevance of an improved seizure outcome in glioma patients. Smaller retrospective studies suggest that AED withdrawal can successfully be applied in a selected group of brain tumor patients-for example, where postoperative seizures are absent or patients have extratemporal located tumors. 50, 51 Reducing AED use in case of seizure control may decrease the risk of drug toxicity and improve neurocognitive functioning. 9, 52, 53 The clinical relevance of keeping track of patients' seizure status particularly applies to patients with WHO grade II glioma with favorable prognostic features such as a 1p/19q codeletion and to patients in whom seizures are the only sign of a tumor. 3 In case antitumor treatment leads to long-term seizure freedom in these patients, reduction or (when possible) withdrawal of AEDs should seriously be considered. 54 Although the data are scarce, the discrepancies between seizure outcome and the observed radiological response demonstrate that imaging alone does not seem to be fully representative of the effects of antitumor treatment. This is illustrated by the finding that 21% -50% of patients with WHO grade II glioma and SD on MRI experienced a seizure reduction after treatment with TMZ. 36, 40, 41 Similar criteria were applied to assess radiological response in these studies; however, 2 studies used older, probably less sensitive MRI techniques. 36, 41 In a recent study, more than 60% of patients with radiological SD showed a seizure reduction after radiotherapy. 13 These findings suggest that the observed response on MRI underestimates the benefit of the treatment. 19 Although imaging is a regular part of the follow-up in LGG patients, the relation between imaging response and survival is unclear, and the observed radiological response seems to depend on the timing of the assessment. 17, 19 In patients with grade II or III who underwent radiotherapy, for example, the maximum response on MRI was assessed after 3 months. 13 However, in a cohort of 33 patients, a prolonged radiological response after radiotherapy was observed that lasted for years. 55 Similar long-term responses were seen in patients treated with PCV. 56 In a cohort of 149 patients treated with up-front TMZ, the time to maximum response ranged widely from 3 to 30 months (median 12 mo). 23 So the imaging responses are regularly delayed, which emphasizes the relevance of a complementary role of seizure outcome in evaluating the effect of antitumor treatment. Interestingly, one of the retrospective studies on seizures after TMZ treatment demonstrated that a seizure reduction after 6 months was an independent prognostic factor for both progression-free and overall survival in patients with LGG, in contrast to the radiological response. 40 Such findings suggest that seizure outcome may even serve as a surrogate marker for tumor response. Of note, this does not necessarily imply that patients' seizure status could serve as a general marker for tumor behavior. Although seizures in LGG patients rarely present during a stable course of disease, the association between an increased seizure frequency and tumor recurrence is controversial. 6, 11, 13, 40, 52, 57 Moreover, seizures sometimes occur as an acute complication during antitumor treatment. 58 -62 The precise molecular biological mechanism through which radiotherapy and chemotherapy contribute to improved seizure control still needs to be clarified. Remarkably, in a cohort of 143 patients receiving stereotactic radiotherapy, a decrease in seizure prevalence was observed already at 6 weeks after treatment. 25 A similar early reduction was observed in a patient with medically intractable epilepsy treated with TMZ. 63 Together with the fact that seizure frequency reduces in the absence of a response on MRI, these observations suggest that improved seizure control after either radiotherapy or chemotherapy cannot be attributed to a reduction in tumor size. Probably, molecular changes in the peritumoral microenvironment directly resulting from antitumor therapy underlie the seizure reduction, although current evidence is limited. 63, 64 TMZ is thought to reduce the intrinsic epileptogenicity of the tumor through a decrease in glutamate levels released from glioma cells. 65 A downregulation of glutamate receptors is also associated with an increased survival in glioma patients treated with TMZ. 66 Other changes in the microenvironment of the tumor might play a role as well-for example, regarding the synthesis of neurotransmitters and inhibition of the immune response. 67, 68 After brachytherapy, an increased benzodiazepine receptor density in the brain adjacent to the tumor was found in patients with a significant seizure reduction. 33 In another study, a dose-dependent rate of seizure improvement was found after gamma knife surgery, suggesting that higher radiation doses are possibly more effective in reducing the epileptogenicity of cortical structures around the tumor. 15, 29 The rate of seizure frequency reduction also appeared to depend on the timing of radiotherapy, although we found contradictory results. 13, 32 Nonetheless, a decrease in tumor size, albeit small, could still be the mechanism of action leading to a seizure reduction. After all, the first 25% decrease in the area of the tumor does not qualify for an objective response according to the current RANO criteria. 17 Some patients will therefore be regarded as nonresponders, despite a modest reduction in tumor size.
In conclusion, this systematic review demonstrates the improvements in patients' seizure status that occur after radiotherapy and chemotherapy, as well as the discrepancies between seizure outcome and the radiological response. Improved seizure control not only implies a direct clinical benefit for the patient, but may be a sign that the tumor responds to treatment. Therefore, our findings highlight the importance of using seizure outcome along with radiological response in evaluating the effect of antitumor treatment, particularly in patients with LGG. Given the current lack of high-quality studies, future randomized controlled studies are needed to confirm the positive effect of radiotherapy and chemotherapy on seizure frequency. Preferably, these studies should focus on the additional value of patients' seizure status and other clinical outcome measures in assessing tumor response, as well as their prognostic significance for survival. Koekkoek 
